Global Business Intelligence.
Sector-focused, 100% accurate, easy to use.
Complex business sectors demand a higher level of intelligence and analysis.

To analyze certain industries effectively, you need more than a generalist information provider. Generalists give you basic financials, news and broker reports. So does SNL. But only SNL combines such ground-floor information with sector-specific metrics and values that describe the companies and industries we cover, plus data on key assets, mapping tools, regulatory insight and more. SNL gives you access to the specialized intelligence you need, in more depth and breadth than you’ll find anywhere else. We integrate exclusive news, data and analytics on an interactive platform that is as easy to use as it is powerful.
Whether selecting stocks and bonds, planning mergers, analyzing competitors or developing strategy, leading bankers, investors and corporate decision-makers have relied on SNL as their single best source for information on the global sectors we cover since 1987. We serve more than 60,000 users, with coverage that spans 6,500 public companies and 50,000 private firms worldwide.

**Information and tools to make better decisions, faster.**
SNL allows you to spend less time acquiring and manipulating data. Our platform links data, news and analytics for easy drill-down, access and analysis. Sort highly complex tables and reports with one click. Our powerful Excel® add-in allows you to seamlessly integrate SNL data into your spreadsheets, reports and models with instant refresh.

**Information you can trust, and we guarantee it.**
SNL news and data are compiled by trained sector experts and are carefully checked and rechecked before publication. We are so confident in our accuracy that we put our money where our mouth is. We’re the only information provider with an accuracy guarantee: We pay clients $50 (or make an equivalent charitable donation) for each error found and reported to us.
From Wall Street to Main Street, the banking industry counts on SNL data to make sound decisions.

Since 1987, SNL has been recognized as the gold standard for banking industry data and insight. Always the leading provider of business and peer intelligence for money centers and regional banks, we have become an indispensable source for community banks and credit unions as well. SNL data and analytical tools help banks grow revenue, manage expenses, fine-tune performance, optimize branch footprints and pricing strategies, target marketing initiatives, save time on reporting and assess potential M&A deals.
SNL’s database includes detailed profiles on more than 20,000 U.S. financial institutions, including all publicly traded banks and thrifts, privately held institutions and credit unions. SNL is the trusted information partner to 49 of the 50 largest commercial banks in the U.S. along with thousands of regional and community banks and credit unions. 100% of investment banks with any substantive financial institution industry practice are SNL subscribers, as are most of the largest investors in bank stocks.

**Timely strategic indicators for operators and investors.**
SNL has always been first with the data you need. We publish data from bank regulatory filings within 24 hours of availability and earnings data from larger banks within one hour. SNL’s coverage of key metrics makes it easy to make peer comparisons. Use benchmarks like product pricing, loan mix, credit quality, net interest margin and efficiency ratio to optimize your own performance and plan competitive strategies.

Perform in-depth analysis of a bank’s footprint, including its branch network, market attributes and any changes due to M&A activity. If you’re an investor, the same SNL database informs investment strategies, while SNL news and analytics keep you up to date on trends.

**Regulatory reporting: What took days now takes minutes.**
SNL provides banks with Excel add-in modules and templates to quickly build and update the myriad reports required by regulators. These modules also help you save time by letting you create instant peer performance comparison charts.

---

“SNL enables us to make better decisions while also saving us significant time. Being able to analyze rate, branch, deposit, demographic, mortgage origination and peer data all in a single product at the same time makes our analysis so much more meaningful than before, when we analyzed various data sets via multiple products.”

**Sue Savat**
Senior Vice President and CFO, Merchants Financial Group, Inc.
The first common language for analysis of worldwide banks.

Analysis of banks across the globe has always been a challenge. You face numerous languages, currencies, incompatible standards and a hunt just to find the original documents. SNL has ushered in a new era of depth, ease, speed and accuracy with a single source for standardized global bank data. View financials online, use our templates and make apples-to-apples peer comparisons easy. Or feed the data directly into your internal systems. Now you can compare banks from all geographies, with different regional and country-level reporting standards, without manual calculations.
SNL has transformed intra-country and multinational analysis with expanded coverage that encompasses the entire banking sector, from large banks and their subsidiaries to non-listed banks to central and development banks. Our exclusive formats align IFRS, J-GAAP, PRC and other country-specific fields to simplify analysis across different institutions and make reliable international comparison possible. Quickly compare capital ratios, asset quality and profitability.

**Comprehensive coverage and one-click comparisons.**
Use our interactive menus to pull up comprehensive financial spreads, M&A histories, equity & debt issuances and branch networks. Easily compare banks in India, China or Japan with banks in the UK, Spain or emerging markets like Brazil, Nigeria and Jordan. Simply click on a number to see the original source document, in English. Investors can view equity offerings and track merger activity. Counterparty risk professionals can probe liquidity metrics. And all your users get unlimited use for one flat fee, no extra charges.

**Exclusive news and insight, linked to data.**
Stay on top of current news and trends with SNL’s real-time news updates and newsletters, produced by SNL’s news team exclusively for SNL users. News is linked to financial profiles and vice versa. Utilize detailed country profiles that include macroeconomic and banking sector data, as well as regulatory snapshots that help you understand key regulations by country. Gain insight into each region. Update your models and spreadsheets instantly using our Excel add-in. No more manual entry.

“For the first time, I have a database that allows me to quickly find very detailed information on banks and savings banks in Norway while also allowing me to do valid comparisons against hundreds of peer companies throughout Europe. SNL has increased my team’s capabilities while freeing us from tedious data entry.”

*Kjetil Lind Andersen*
Senior Associate,
SpareBank 1 Markets

---

**Instant bank branch mapping**
Map one bank's branch network or the combined footprint for a potential merger. We offer instant mapping for market and competitor analyses of more than 220,000 branches across Europe alone, plus hundreds of thousands in other regions across the world. We give you the context and provide economic data, banking statistics, country profiles, demographic data, sovereign ratings and domestic league tables.

**Peer analysis made easy**
Our proprietary templates are aligned across regions to simplify comparisons of financial institutions across countries, with instant currency and language translations. No manual data entry required. Peer Analytics reports compare your choice of banks for Capital Adequacy; Operating Performance; and Financial Highlights (ROA, ROAE, regulatory capital, etc.).

**Interactivity and fast drill-down**
News is linked to relevant company profiles and vice versa, with direct links to all original source documents. Use our Excel add-in to build charts that refresh in one click. Or feed our content directly into your systems via news and data feeds.
SNL Banker: the insight each bank department needs for more proactive decisions.

SNL Banker, designed specifically for U.S. community banks and credit unions, is a reporting platform that enables a clear understanding of what’s happening from a financial and operational perspective, for more accurate forecasts of future performance. From finance executives to branch officers to credit managers and marketing analysts, each department has the insight to make proactive decisions quickly, addressing issues which would otherwise undermine profitability. Gain the visibility to impact critical drivers like financial position, risk, customer relationships and efficiency.

Address hidden obstacles before they affect your bottom line.
SNL Banker’s streamlined point-and-click reporting platform helps you meet common challenges to profitability. Create more accurate budgets and forecasts. Reduce report preparation time and focus resources on income growth instead. Eliminate marketing waste with a complete view of household relationships and accurate customer profiles. Monitor the portfolio to pinpoint problem loans sooner. Spot asset allocation opportunities faster to maximize spreads. Establish stricter fee policies to improve margins. Improve efficiency with greater insight into staffing levels and customer demand. Identify at-risk accounts to improve customer retention.
A new standard for insurance analysis: from company valuation to market position and product strategy.

SNL, the single source for insurance industry intelligence, sets a new standard for completeness and accessibility. SNL consolidates many sources of data and provides analytical tools that transform it into actionable knowledge. SNL’s interactive platform simplifies complex analysis and allows you to focus on strategy, not data mining. U.S. coverage ranges from company performance and investment portfolio composition to reinsurance transactions and state rate/product filings. 360° reporting solutions from SNL iPartners enable Property & Casualty and Life Insurance companies to optimize and grow operations.

**Capture new revenue opportunities with confidence.**
Our round-the-clock news coverage keeps you current on industry developments that matter. News is linked to company and industry data for more insightful analysis. Tools like peer analytics let you quickly compare, score and rank companies. Flow our data into models and spreadsheets that update instantly, using our Excel add-in. Choose from our libraries of prebuilt templates or customize your own. To ensure complete trust in our information, we provide full transparency behind our calculations, from source document links to ratio dissection.
Data, tools and insights that give global real estate professionals a competitive advantage.

Most investment firms and bankers specializing in real estate are SNL clients. These firms count on SNL’s data, interactive platform and powerful analytical tools to make better investment decisions, faster. SNL’s real estate coverage includes over 800 companies and more than 140,000 properties around the globe. From the REIT, REOC, homebuilding and gaming sectors in North America to the listed property markets in Europe, Asia and emerging countries, SNL is the problem-solving solution.
A single source for worldwide real estate investment data, SNL combines real-time news, in-depth data and expert research on real estate companies around the world. Fragmented information that was often impossible to find has been organized by SNL into standardized formats that permit apples-to-apples comparisons across 38 countries. Evaluate property portfolios and tenant exposure. View source documents. And instantly convert any screen or report into any currency regardless of where it was filed.

**Powerful interactive tools simplify complex analysis.**
SNL’s interactive Web- and Excel-based platforms make it easy to access and analyze detailed news, pricing, financial and property data. Point and click to create in-depth reports in minutes, like our Geographic Exposure model, showing your worldwide portfolio exposure. Our Excel add-in lets you create proprietary models that can be refreshed instantly with the latest data from our database.

**From exclusive estimates to property-level detail.**
SNL provides exclusive research reports, collects individual estimates and is the only provider to aggregate metrics like NAV, FFO and AFFO. Our consensus estimates include price targets, EPS and more. SNL gives you every portfolio detail for a given company, from asset types to tenants to transactions. See a company’s aggregated portfolio holdings, geographic exposure and development pipeline. Drill down to specifics on each property: transactions, debt, tenants. Create instant maps.

“SNL Financial has been the most reliable and abundant source of information for us. The breadth of products and customer service has undeniably saved me from countless hours of manual work. For those in the real estate industry, SNL is not a want but rather a need!”

Zeyu Chen
Analyst, BMO Capital Markets Corp.
A single, smarter source for investment intelligence on electric power, natural gas, coal and renewable energy.

SNL Energy delivers the most comprehensive solution for your in-depth analysis of the energy industry. SNL redefines the market by integrating news, data, analytics, prices and regulatory research into one easy-to-use online platform. Other energy information providers show you just pieces of the puzzle. We’re your single source for financial and operational details on more than 3,000 energy companies, 11,000 power plants, 1,700 active coal mines and 130 gas pipelines.
SNL Energy incorporates supply and demand fundamentals, financial statistics, prices, news, documents and rate cases onto a single platform.

**Industry news, market prices and regulatory research.**
Stay ahead of market-moving developments with more than a dozen segment-specific newsletters published by SNL’s experienced team of reporters. News is integrated with market fundamental data and commodity prices. Monitor forwards, futures and spot prices for power, natural gas and coal at key locations in the U.S. and Canada. Use SNL’s renewable energy credits, emissions, power, natural gas and coal indexes for contract settlements. Gain insight into current and historical rate case rulings and utility commission decisions through SNL’s Regulatory Research Associates (RRA) reports and analysis.

**More breadth and depth on a powerful interactive platform.**
SNL’s company, coal mine, power plant, rate case and M&A Briefing Books provide a comprehensive view of financial, operational and regulatory data, critical documents and timely news in one location for thorough analysis. Track projects in development from announcement to completion. Use SNL Maps to evaluate the market footprint of companies and assets, new projects, and mergers.

With SNL’s powerful Excel add-in tool, you can create proprietary models fully integrated with your spreadsheets for single-click updates. Our extensive library of over 80 easy-to-use Excel templates and tools enables deeper analysis of peers, commodities prices and M&A activity.

“SNL Energy is a top-tier provider with premium service and exceptional data quality.”

*Eric Christenson*
Regulatory Affairs Analyst, Portland General Electric

---

**Natural Gas Operational Capacity**
SNL offers critical information on the flow of natural gas across interstate pipelines. Gauge flow to power plants to estimate daily generation for valuation and competitive analysis.

**Customizable Excel templates**
Get a wide range of tools for analysis, from simple summaries to more complex benchmarking analysis. Access years of historical data to create tailored reports.

**Complete power plant profiles**
SNL’s Power Plant Briefing Book aggregates in-depth news, historical cost details, CEMS data and unit-level information for any North American plant in operation or under development.
In an industry evolving at an accelerating pace, SNL Kagan is the go-to source for answers.

Traditional boundaries within the media & communications industry are continually blurring and converging. The race is on to compete for the “anywhere viewer” across the full device and platform ecosystem. New deals, new revenue streams, new launches, new partnerships and sweeping change are all happening at lightning speed. What’s the financial impact? What are the implications for your business? With SNL Kagan, you’ll have the right answers, all in one place. SNL Kagan is the single source for in-depth analysis, quantitative data and breaking news on every sector in the media & communications industry.
SNL Kagan’s worldwide coverage spans seven global regions in 80 countries. When you subscribe to one sector of our coverage, you get them all: global video and broadband, traditional and mobile broadcast, filmed entertainment, TV programming, TV networks, broadband, OTT, wireless and wireline, internet media and more. You’ll be the first to know the latest developments and revenue results. From content strategies to multi-screen to direct distribution, we shed light on the deals, trends, numbers and implications.

An integrated 360° view of the past, present and future.
Receive alerts and up-to-the-minute news on companies and sectors, then drill down to forecasts, historical data and current results. Point and click to sort peer comparisons based on key performance benchmarks for each sector. Get cable network P&Ls and broadcast station data, including M&A cash flow multiples and station values. Study Pay TV and broadband penetration rates by operator/provider by country and drill down to the TV market level in the U.S. Research VOD and OTT adoption by market and provider. Compare network performance against key metrics like affiliate revenue per sub.

Market-leading information for each sector.
SNL Kagan’s historical and forecast data is the must-have resource in vital media sectors. Access the latest SNL Kagan landmark studies, proprietary 10-year projections and market-leading references like Economics of Basic Cable Networks and State of Online Video Delivery. Kagan Media Appraisals is the industry’s leading resource for valuations of companies, film libraries and new ventures. SNL Kagan’s Multimedia Research Group (MRG) provides proprietary intelligence that includes vendor market shares, rankings and worldwide trends. Gain a new level of insight into the economics of international video ecosystems from Pay TV to OTT.

“SNL Kagan’s platform is one of our primary go-to sources for service provider profiles and the information we need to evaluate industry and competitive trends. It’s all up to date and easy to access!”

Sharon Metz
VP, Vertical Marketing, Rovi Corporation

From company-level intelligence to coverage of video technology ecosystems
View 5-year and 10-year domestic and international market size projections by sector. Our expert analysis combines with our unique data on TV networks, TV & radio stations, wireless licenses, cable systems and motion pictures to give you the context necessary to achieve your strategic goals. SNL Kagan MRG (Multimedia Research Group) covers the technologies that enable global Pay TV, OTT, Multiscreen and VOD, including 5-year projections, from set-top-box market share to consumer device usage.

Comprehensive information on multichannel operators and TV networks
With SNL Kagan’s proprietary MediaCensus data, drill down into quarterly subscriber, channel lineup and provider/operator footprint data on a variety of levels: operator (including cable, telco TV and DBS operators), state, market (DMA®), county, headend, zip code package and network/feed.
Today’s metals and mining industry is faced with cascading market challenges, including shrinking reserves, a fluctuating investment climate, decreasing investments, increased risks and rising costs. These issues intensify the pressure to make better, faster, more profitable decisions. As a result, mining companies, financial institutions, government, engineering, and service and equipment providers are forced to analyze a growing volume of unwieldy data from different sources, each with its own limitations in scope and accuracy. SNL Metals & Mining is a single-source solution, offering the most comprehensive and accurate data on a powerful interactive platform.
SNL Metals & Mining provides an unprecedented level of depth, breadth and accuracy in mining data, integrating it with analytics and news on a single interactive platform for rapid access, analysis and better decisions.

**Optimize your time and resources.**
Search continuously updated operating and financial data on thousands of mining projects and companies. SNL offers the industry’s most extensive project and company database – searchable and reliable – online or embedded in your Excel workflow. From discoveries, drill results, feasibility studies, reserves and resources to production, exploration spending, M&A, financings and in-depth corporate financials, SNL has it all, accessible with point-and-click ease. Additional new datasets are added on an ongoing basis, each carefully scrubbed for accuracy.

Streamline your workflow with our Excel add-in and templates that let you quickly populate your spreadsheets with SNL data that refreshes instantly. Stay up to speed on the industry news and information that matters to you with SNL’s proprietary news service delivered right to your inbox each day.

**Uncover opportunities. Reduce risk.**
With SNL Metals & Mining, mining companies can identify emerging opportunities, benchmark competitors, access extensive work history, monitor project progress and analyze acquisitions/partners. Service and equipment providers have the marketing intelligence to fuel sales growth. The financial industry can develop M&A scenarios and benchmark deals against SNL’s more than 15-year history of transactions. And all can create data-rich presentations with push-button speed.

“SNL Metals & Mining allows us to ‘trust the market’ by backing up our gut-feelings and instincts about where the market is heading. The information helps justify decisions and helps us better prepare for inevitable changes in demand.”

**Hélène Coulombe**  
Sales & Marketing Director, Fordia

---

**Streamlined decision making with Excel add-in**
Pull data from SNL’s databases directly into Microsoft Excel. Query projects and companies by multiple criteria including our detailed annual exploration budget data. Customize output and build powerful templates that can be refreshed with the push of a button. Or leverage SNL’s extensive template library including cost curves and regional/commodity production breakdowns.

**Interactive mapping**
Create maps using metals and mining project and claims data and easily customize them for use in documents and presentations. Instantly see the location of holdings that meet your required criteria or hurdle rates and monitor jurisdictions for upcoming and potential opportunities.
The latest news, exclusive reporting, commentary and blogs, and full integration with SNL data and analytics.

With close to 200 reporters and editors spanning four continents, SNL’s news organization surpasses that of many major media entities in both breadth and depth. Our senior reporters provide sector-focused expertise and institutional knowledge unmatched by other financial news services. We provide exclusive coverage of the Financial Institution, Real Estate, Media & Communications, Energy and Metals & Mining sectors worldwide. News, data and analytics are interconnected on our powerful Web-based platform.
In addition to original reporting and analysis, SNL’s international news team also scours hundreds of online and print sources each day so that we never miss a story that matters to our clients. Our stable of third-party experts and industry veterans offers commentary and insight you won’t find anywhere else.

**The news behind the data. The data behind the news.**
A unique attribute of the SNL Unlimited information service is the real-time linking of news, data and analytics. Company financial profiles include links to the latest news involving that company. Analytical reports and breaking news stories link back to company profiles as well as relevant stories in the SNL news archives. Subscribers can opt to receive daily or weekly news highlights from each business sector, as well as real-time email alerts.

**Real-time news you can use.**
Not only is SNL news comprehensive, it’s also conveniently available in real time and is simple to distribute throughout your firm. Our news feeds deliver our comprehensive coverage via any RSS reading platform, including corporate intranet sites, so your entire company can access all the relevant news they need, when they need it. Need something more tailored than our standard news feeds? Customized feeds are also available.

**Our news is never further away than your pocket.**
No matter where you are, SNL’s latest sector-specific news is accessible to you. Using the SNL Financial News app, you can catch up on headlines you may have missed throughout the day or week. Available for iPhone or Android, your handheld gives you access to our top-quality news, features, blogs, research and stock market information anywhere, anytime.

“**If mainstream media reporters were as concerned about accurate reporting as your SNL team, they would actually be respected again. SNL is one of the few news sources that I can count on for accurate and timely information.**”

**Clifton Keeler**
Principal Project Director, Gasification, ConocoPhillips Company

**A full roster of leading sector-based newsletters**
In addition to our Web-based platform and email alerts, you can receive SNL news via our sector-specific newsletters covering Banks and Thrifts, Insurance, Financial Services, Real Estate, Electric Power, Gas, Coal, Media & Communications, Metals & Mining and more. Published daily, weekly and monthly, these electronic publications provide exclusive, market-moving information that’s linked to SNL’s extensive database.

**News + data = real knowledge**
Articles display a wealth of data related to the story at hand – referenced companies, capital offerings, M&A transactions, links to SNL-related and externally sourced articles and a multitude of industry-specific assets like TV networks and power plants. Drawing on unrivaled data resources, our sector experts work together with our experienced reporters to provide the most insightful financial news and analysis in the market today.
A new dimension in online investor relations management.

SNL IR Solutions is your complete resource for IR website management. Our full-service solution tells your company’s story to shareholders through customized design and SNL exclusives like interactive charting, SNL data and our cutting-edge console. You can have all this and affordability too: SNL IR is also the best value available.
SNL builds and manages investor relations websites for public companies across all industries and market caps, incorporating our data for a richer shareholder experience. Plus, we partner with best-of-class providers to ensure you a peerless, single solution for your IR needs.

**Beauty is in the eye of the shareholder.**
Custom designed to reflect your corporate image, your SNL IR website will present you to your investors in the best light. Proactive annual site audits ensure your site always has a fresh look and includes our latest technologies like interactive charting and social media distribution. Redesigns are free.

**Sector-specific data: an SNL exclusive.**
If you're in Banking, Financial Services, Insurance, Real Estate, Energy or Media & Communications, SNL is your clear choice for IR. As the leading provider of business intelligence for these sectors, we integrate our exclusive data into your IR website, from branch data to peer comparisons to sector-specific analytics and news.

**A partner for your IR program.**
SNL's knowledgeable support team knows the IR landscape and how to make the most of your IR site. Our 99% positive approval rating from client surveys says it all. Whether it's a run-of-the-mill update to your company description or a full-scale site redesign, SNL's support team is here for you 24/7. Our team will contact you proactively for site audits and enhancement demos to ensure that you're utilizing SNL's tools and features to the fullest so you can provide the optimal IR website experience to your investors and analysts.

“One of the best decisions ever made was to have SNL provide our corporate website. I never worry about disclosure issues or making a misstep with your professionals assisting.”

*Jennie Singer*
AVP Shareholder Relations,
United Bankshares, Inc.
SNL Knowledge Center, our professional training division, is dedicated to the development of seminars, conferences, webinars, computer-based training and custom on-site programs. Every year, SNL Knowledge Center produces more than 50 industry-specific events for professionals in the banking, insurance, energy, real estate and media sectors.

Prestigious industry conferences.
Our executive conferences feature industry experts and informal networking, delivering the information you need to ensure your competitive edge. Among the SNL conferences considered “must attend” in their sectors are the SNL Bank M&A Symposium, the SNL Exnet Power and Utilities M&A Symposium, the SNL Community Bankers Conference, the SNL Insurance M&A Symposium, and the SNL Kagan TV and Radio Finance Summit.

The SNL Knowledge Center advantage.
Our financial skills training seminars are content rich and designed to be of immediate practical value. The menu of programs ranges from fundamental courses to post-graduate-caliber programs focusing on sector-specific analytical concepts such as valuation, credit analysis and risk management.

Instructors are drawn from the ranks of active industry practitioners and acknowledged subject matter experts. With webinars, computer-based training and in-house options, you can learn on your own schedule and have access to the information you need to stay ahead.

To keep your competitive edge, check out a complete description of our programs and products at www.snlcenter.com.

“I’ve both taught at SNL training seminars and attended their executive conferences. The programs are invariably content rich and timely with a great mix of industry professionals attending.”

Mark Dwelle
Managing Director, Equity Research, RBC Capital Markets
SNL experts help you harness the power of SNL to maximize the return on your subscription investment.

SNL customer support analysts are experts in financial analysis, your sector and SNL’s products. They are available 24/7, worldwide. Tell your SNL expert what you’re trying to do from a business perspective. You’ll get some easily applied tips that will harness the power of SNL to ensure you meet your goals.

SNL Support people are well versed in how to apply our technology to your analysis. They have backgrounds similar to yours. They are one of the many reasons SNL renewal rates consistently exceed 94%.

Talk to an expert.
Talk to an SNL expert to unleash the full benefits of SNL. Learn tips that give you a competitive edge, cut hours of manual updating and make your life easier. Find out how easy it is to link your spreadsheets to the SNL database using our flexible Excel add-in. Ask about the Briefing Book report-builder function to quickly produce in-depth, presentation-ready pitch books on a specific company. Get up to speed on mapping in all its colorful dimensions.

US & Canada: +1 888.275.2822 • Europe, Middle East & Africa: +44 20.7283.8887
Asia-Pacific: +852.5808.0983 • India: +1 800.102.7654 • Latin America +1 434.951.7788
Support@SNL.com

What SNL customers say about being able to talk to an expert any time:

“Your support team is CONSISTENTLY a pleasure to deal with. They are highly responsive, helpful and their level of service very refreshing! You’ve exceeded my expectations with my many interactions and requests.”

Cindy S. Walters, Senior Vice President and Director of Marketing, Alliance Bank

“I am always impressed with the speed at which questions, concerns and errors are addressed at SNL. SNL should hold seminars for other companies and businesses.”

Matt Wainscott, Senior Financial Analyst, Austin Associates, LLC

“Seriously, you guys have very dependable, quick and knowledgeable service. I used to look at all the comments on your website and wonder whether they are cooked up. Now I am convinced that they are not. Keep up the great work!”

Amitabh Bhargava, Business Director, Commercial Credit Risk Management, Capital One Financial Corporation
SNL is the premier provider of global business intelligence that is sector-specific, 100% accurate and easy to use. We integrate real-time news, comprehensive data and flexible analytics on an interactive platform for in-depth analysis of complex business sectors with point-and-click ease. Our global reach spans 24 offices worldwide, with an ever-expanding workforce of nearly 3,000 employees.